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Introduction

In this report, we make a review of optimization problems involving graphs and state-of-the-art
algorithms to solve them. First, we present a set of discrete optimization problems and resolution
methods for edge selection problems. Then, we address the matrix optimization problems involved in the estimation of precision or covariance matrices given observations from multivariate
Gaussian distribution.

2
2.1

Discrete optimization methods for graph edge selection
Introduction and notation

Let us consider a graph G composed of two objects: nodes (or vertices) and edges (or arcs), which
tie nodes together. The set of nodes (corresponding to genes) is denoted by V = {v1 , . . . , vG }.
We introduce V = {1, . . . , G} as the set of node indices. The set E refers to the set of edges,
corresponding to plausible interaction between nodes. An edge between nodes i and j is labeled
by ei,j . From these data, nodes of the graph G can be multi-valued i.e. each node vi is valued by
the vector mi . The associated unweighted adjacency matrix1 is denoted by WV = 1, where 1
refers to a matrix of size G × G full of 1. We will denote the graph G(V, E; ω), where V is the set
of nodes and E the set of edges. From this multi-valued graph on nodes, the inference consists in
recovering true regulatory links between genes. The resulting set of true links is denoted by E ∗
and the underlying graph G ∗ . While some methods propose to directly infer G ∗ from GV , some
others require two steps:
Firstly node-node interaction scores are computed leading to a node-node interaction matrix
WE ∈ RG×G , where the element ωi,j of WE is a weight reflecting the strength of the interaction
between node i and j. The node-node interaction matrix allows to define the graph GE where
nodes are non-valued while edges ei,j are weighted by the element ωi,j of the matrix WE . In
such a case, the matrix WE defines the adjacency matrix of the graph GE . As nodes and edges
are the same in GV and GE , we can use the same notation for their respective sets of nodes and
edges.
From the fully-connected and weighted network GE , an edge selection is then performed
to recover E ∗ by retaining edges having relevant weights only, ideally corresponding to true
1 Matrix encoding the graph structure by setting elements to 1 when an edge is present in the graph and 0
otherwise.
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regulatory relationships. This edge selection task is classically performed by removing all edges
whose weights ωi,j (possibly their absolute value) are lower than a threshold λ. The aim of this
section is to discuss several methods based on discrete optimization tools that allow to perform
this task efficiently.

2.2

Tresholding approach

Let us define, for each edge ei,j ∈ E with weight ωi,j , a binary label xi,j of edge presence such
that:
(
1 if ei,j ∈ E ∗ ,
2
(1)
∀(i, j) ∈ V and j > i,
xi,j =
0 otherwise.
Each label xi,j indicates the presence or the absence of the edge ei,j in the final graph G ∗ .
Performing a classical thresholding to select relevant edges is equivalent to defining an optimal
edge labeling x∗i,j such that:
(
∀(i, j) ∈ V

2

x∗i,j

and j > i,

=

1 if ωi,j > λ,
0 otherwise.

(2)

This optimal edge labeling x∗ can be obtained by solving a simple regularized optimization
problem:
X
maximize
ωi,j xi,j + λ (1 − xi,j ),
(3)
x∈{0,1}E

(i,j)∈V2
j>i

where E is the number of edges and equals G(G − 1)/2 as the graph G is supposed undirected
and λ the regularization parameter. The first term alone would select all edges. The second
term restricts this selection to those with weights larger than λ. Hence, the threshold parameter
λ in classical thresholding becomes a regularization parameter.

2.3

Maximal flow for discrete optimization

A classical problem encountered in computer vision is image segmentation, which aims at partitioning an image (set of pixels) into multiple objects (subsets of pixels) sharing the same
characteristics. In other words, image segmentation aims at assigning a label to each pixel in an
image. Pixels sharing certain characteristics (intensity, color, texture, etc.) are assigned to the
same label. A large number of approaches exists under various frameworks: thresholding and
clustering, variational methods, graph partitioning methods, to name a few. Graph partitioning
methods encompass several approaches such as: normalized cuts [21], random walker [13], minimum spanning tree [18] or minimum cut [9], for instance. We now focus on minimum cut models
and algorithms proposed to solve them.
An image can be seen as a structured graph, where pixels of the image are associated to
nodes. A node is classically linked by edges to its four nearest neighbors, corresponding to its
four “nearest” pixels in the cardinal directions. A variety of more complex graphs exists and
allows connections with more “nearest” neighbors such as an eight nearest neighbors structure,
for instance. Fig. 1 illustrates possible graph constructions from an image.
Weights ωi,j can be defined for each edge ei,j , and are commonly related to pixel intensities
Ii and Ij [22]:
ωi,j = exp(−β(Ii − Ij )2 ).
(4)
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(a) Image with 4 × 4 pixels.

(b) 4-connected pixel graph.

(c) 8-connected pixel graph.

Figure 1: Graph representations of a 4 × 4 image
From the graph represented in Fig. 1b, two special nodes are added: the source s — node without entering edges — and the sink t — node without leaving edges. The new generated graph
is called a flow network Gf (or transportation network), and edge weights are called capacities.
In a flow network Gf , a cut is defined as a node partition into two disjoint subsets O and B
such that s ∈ O and t ∈ B (subsets names borrow from image processing, denoting object and
background). The capacity of a cut is obtained by summing the capacities of edges crossing the
cut. As Fig. 2 illustrates with a toy example, the minimum cut problem is thus to find an s − t
cut in Gf that minimizes the cut capacity.
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(a) Cut capacity = 21.

(b) Cut capacity = 15.

Figure 2: Cuts in a transportation network:(a) Arbitrary cut and (b) minimum cut in a flow
network Gf . The cut leads to a node partitioning such that the source s belongs to a subset O
and the sink t to a subset B, for instance. The cut capacity is obtained by summing the weights
of edges crossing the cut. Finding the minimal cut capacity solved the minimum cut problem.
From a mathematical viewpoint, the minimum cut problem can be viewed as a discrete
optimization problem. Indeed, this problem aims at finding a label variable xi for each node
vi , where the label reflects the class the node belongs to. As the basic problem implies two
classes only, xi is a binary variable taking 1 or 0 values. Two nodes are linked by an edge
with a capacity ωi,j ≥ 0. These capacities reflects pixel similarity in terms of intensity, color or
texture, for instance, and drive the partitioning. For seeded image segmentation [4], a constraint
is added on specific nodes s and t such that s belongs to one class and t to the other class. This
constraint is equivalent to fixing xs , the label of s, to 1 and to fixing xt , the label of t, to 0.
Hence, the minimum cut problem is thus simply formulated as the minimization of a discrete
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energy function:
minimize
x

X

ωi,j |xi − xj |,

(i,j)∈V2

subject to xs = 1 and xt = 0.

(5)

It has been proved in [9] that a dual problem exists and consists in maximizing a flow from
s to t in Gf . The duality minimum cut/maximal flow is exploited for image segmentation in an
approach called “Graph Cuts” in the computer vision community. In a transportation network
Gf , a flow is a function assigning to each edge a value under two conditions. The first one is a
capacity constraint: f (ei,j ) ≤ ωi,j : for a given edge ei,j , the assigned value of the flow f (ei,j )
is lower or equals to the edge capacity ωi,j . When f (ei,j ) = ωi,j , the edge is said saturated.
The second condition refers to a divergence-free constraint: fe (vi ) = fl (vi ). The sum of the flow
entering each node vi , and denoted by fe (vi ), is equal to fl (vi ), the sum of the flow leaving the
node vi . Hence, the problem consists in finding the maximal flow that going from s to t under
the two mentioned constraints [9]. The resulting maximum flow value is equal to the capacity of
the minimum cut. A large number of maximal flow algorithms have been proposed to solve the
minimum cut problem [7, 12, 3].
Let us now discuss on how Graph cuts can lead to a segmented image. Suppose that we aim
at partitioning an image into two groups of pixels according to their intensities such that one
group is related to the background B and the other group to an object O in the image. Thus,
each pixel node vi can be labeled by xi and can either take 0 or 1 valuation. A node label of
one corresponds to a pixel belonging to the object while a label of zero is for a pixel belonging
to the background. Now, let the transportation network Gf be the one that links all pixel nodes
to s and t with infinite weights. Capacities between pixel nodes are weights ωi,j defined as in 4,
for instance. The source s is labeled by 1 (the reference label for the object) and the sink t by
0 (and is the reference label for the background). Looking for a minimum cut in such a graph
is the same as finding a maximal flow. The maximal flow computation leads to saturated edges.
Nodes vi reaching node s without encountering saturated edges will be labeled by 1 as it is the
label of s. Similarly, nodes vi reaching node t via non-saturated edges will be labeled by 0, the
label value of t. Resultantly, a label is affected at each node and reflect the groups of pixels it
belongs to: nodes labeled by 1 encode pixels belonging to the object while nodes labeled by 0
encode pixels belonging to the background. Fig. 3 illustrates image segmentation with Graph
Cuts.
The energy function to be minimized in 5 is one of the many possible energy function that
can be solved using Graph Cuts. The generic formulation of the energy function E(x) to be
minimized via Graph Cuts for pixel-labeling problem takes the following form [14]:
X
X
E(x) =
Di (xi ) +
Vi,j (xi , xj ),
(6)
(i,j)∈V2
j>i

i∈V

where the first term is a data fidelity term derived from observations and reflects the cost to
assign the label xi to the node vi (pixel pi ). The second term is a pairwise penalization term
promoting spatial smoothness and encodes the cost to assign labels xi and xj to the nodes vi
and vj (pixels pi and pj ), respectively.
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(a) Initial image with seeds.

(b) Cut in the flow network Gf .

(c) Segmented image.

Figure 3: Image segmentation with Graph Cuts: A flow network Gf is constructed from the
graph of the initial image (a): all pixel nodes are linked to a source s and a sink t. Some pixel
nodes, called seeds, are pre-labeled either by O or B such that these nodes are associated to the
object or the background in the segmented image. After computing a maximum flow in Gf (b),
a node is labeled by the label of xs whether the node can be reached from the source s through
non-saturated edges (thick edges) or by the label of xt in the contrary case. The final labeling
x∗ leads to the segmented image (c).

2.4

Random walker for multi-class and relaxed optimization

As mentioned in the previous subsection, image segmentation is a frequently encountered problem
in computer vision. While extensions of Graph Cuts for multi-label problems can be used, another
algorithm called random walker provides an alternative. Random walker is a semi-supervised
graph partitioning algorithm. Based on a network G, valued on its edges by weights ωi,j , and
composed of a set V of G nodes, let us define by VM a subset of K pre-labeled (marked/seeded)
nodes. We can thus define the complementary subset of unlabeled nodes VU . Knowing the label of the nodes in VM , the random walker algorithm assigns a label to the remaining nodes in VU .
In more details, let K ∈ N be the number of possible label values of nodes from VM . In
addition, let yi ∈ {1, . . . , K} be the label variable for node vi and y ∈ NG be the vector gathering
the label variables of the G nodes. Defining a cost function E(y) as follow
X
E(y) =
ωi,j (yi − yj )2 ,
(7)
(i,j)∈V2

the random walker algorithm solves the following constrained minimization problem:
minimize E(y),
y

subject to yi = k,

∀vi ∈ VM .

(8)

In [13], the cost function E(y) in 8 can be re-expressed as a combinatorial formulation of the
5

Dirichlet integral:
E(y) =

X

ωi,j (yi − yj )2 = y > L y,

(i,j)∈V2

where L is the combinatorial Laplacian matrix of the graph G, defined as:


if i = j,
di
Li,j = −ωi,j if vi and vj are adjacent nodes,


0
otherwise,

(9)

with di the degree of node vi . Taking into account the constraint on pre-labeled nodes in 8,
only the labels of unseeded nodes have to be determined, and the energy to be minimized in
Problem 8 can be decomposed into:



 >
 LM B
yM
> >
>
>
= y>
(10)
E(y U ) = y M y U
M LM y M + 2y U B y M + y U LU y U ,
B > LU y U
where, in this context, y M and y U correspond to probability vectors of seeded and unseeded
nodes, respectively. The unique critical point is obtained by differentiating the energy E(y U )
with respect to y U
∂E(y U )
= B > y M + LU y U
(11)
∂y U
thus yielding
LU y U = −B > y M ,

(12)

which is a system of linear equations with |VU | unknowns. Note that if the graph is connected or
if every connected component contains a seed, then 12 will be nonsingular and a unique solution
will be found.
Let us define the set of labels for the seed nodes as a function Q(vi ) = k, for all vi ∈ VM ,
where k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. For each label k, a vector of markers M (k) of size |VM | can thus be defined
such that, for each node vi ∈ VM
(
1 if Q(vi ) = k,
(k)
mi =
(13)
0 if Q(vi ) 6= k.
The marker matrix M = [M (1) , . . . , M (K) ] thus gathers all the vector of markers. By analogy,
let us define the matrix Y = [Y (1) , . . . , Y (K) ], where for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, the vector Y (k) is of
(k)
size |VU |. For each node vi ∈ VU , the component yi denotes the probability for the node vi to
be assigned to the label k. Probabilities in Y are unknown and have to be computed. Based on
Equation 12, they can be computed by solving the following system of linear equations:
LU Y = −B > M.

(14)

This strategy is equivalent to solving K binary-labeling sub-problems instead of solving a Klabeling problem. Nevertheless, dealing with probabilities enforces a sum-to-one constraint for
each node i ∈ {1, . . . , G} i.e.
K
X

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , G},

k=1

6

(k)

yi

= 1.

(15)

This implies that only K − 1 systems of linear equations must be solved. Once probabilities at
each node and for each label are computed, a final labeling has to be assigned. For this purpose,
the label given by the maximal probability is assigned to each node:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , G},

yi∗ = arg

max
k∈{1,...,K}

(k)

yi .

(16)

Fig. 4 illustrates how the random walker algorithm can segment an image in 3 classes. It can
be interesting to view how the random walker algorithm assigns an unseeded pixel to a label.
Indeed, an elegant analogy can be draw. Given a weighted graph, if a a random walker leaving
the pixel is most likely to first reach a seed bearing label s, assign the pixel to label s.
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(f) Random walker output.

(e) Third sub-problem.

(g) Segmented image.

Figure 4: Image segmentation with random walker: On the initial image to be segmented (a),
three labels valued by 1,2 and 3 are defined. The graph representation of the image is represented
in (b), where edges are valued by weights from a function of the intensity gradient. The multilabeling problem in (b) is decoupled into 3 sub-problems from (c) to (e), where for each of them,
the label of the corresponding markers is set to 1 while keeping the others equal to 0. Assignment
probabilities are then computed for the unlabeled nodes. They correspond to the probability
that a random walker, starting at each node first reaches the pre-labeled node currently set to
unity. The final graph partitioning in (f) is obtained by assigning to each node the label that
corresponds to its greatest probability, yielding the segmented image (g).

3
3.1

Graph inference with matrix optimization methods
Problem statement

The problem of covariance selection was originally studied in [5], and it has strong connection with
the problem of graph estimation. Let suppose to have 1, . . . , p nodes, some of them connected
8

by a link, or edge: one can represents the connection between nodes by a matrix C, in which
the element cij 6= 0 if the node i and the node j are connected. It is obvious that the diagonal
elements cii are always different from zero, since they represent a loop around the i–node. An
edge between two nodes i and j is absent (i.e. cij = 0) if these two nodes are conditionally
independent given all the other nodes.



1.0204
 −0.1020

 −0.1020
0

−0.1020
1.0204
0.0204
−0.1020

−0.1020
0.0204
1.0204
−0.1020


0
−0.1020 

−0.1020 
1.0204

(b) The matrix describing the graph.

(a) A graph

Figure 5: The edges between nodes of the graph on the left are described in the matrix C on the
right: the node 1 and 2 are linked, hence c12 = c21 6= 0. This example is taken from [16].
Let consider now a multivalued random variable X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xp }, with Gaussian distribution


1
1
−1
N (0, Σ) = p
exp − X , Σ X
(17)
2
(2π)p |Σ|
where Σ is the matrix of covariances (Σij = Cov(Xi , Xj )) and | · | denotes the determinant of a
matrix.
Let suppose to be given of n realizations X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n of X , and furthermore the covariance
matrix is unknown. The classical way to obtain an estimation of Σ is to maximize the log–
likelihood of the products of the Gaussian distribution computed in the n realizations:
!

n
Y
1
1
i
−1 i
p
exp − X , A X
Σ̂ = arg max log
A0
2
(2π)p |A|
i=1
Considering the empirical covariance matrix S =
leads to the maximization problem

1
n

Pn

i=1

X i , X i , performing the computation

Ĉ = arg max log |C| − trace(SC)
where actually the matrix C is the inverse of the estimated covariance matrix. C is the precision
(or concentration) matrix which describes the conditional independences between the component
of X : cij = 0 means that the two random variables Xi and Xj are conditionally independent
given all other variables (see [26]).
In various applications, one can consider the i–th node of a graph as the realization of a Gaussian random vaiable Xi with distribution N (0, σi2 ); when the mean is not zero, i.e. Xi ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ),
a linear shift Xi − µ clearly puts the discussion in the mentioned case. It is natural hence to consider a multivalued random variable X with a Gaussian distribution N (0, Σ): each component
of X represents a node on the graph. Hence, the problem of estimate the concentration matrix
9

of a graph is strictly linked to the problem of the covariance matrix estimation. See [24, 15, 8]
for more statistical proprieties of this two connected problems.
Another way to get to the same maximization problem is to consider the Bregman divergence:
given a strictly convex function g defined on the set of matrices, the Bregman divergence of g at
B ∈ Mn×m (R) is
D(AkB) = g(A) − g(B) − h∇g(B), A − Bi ,

A ∈ Mn×m (R)

Considering the log–determinant barrier function defined on S++


− log |A| if A  0
g(A) =


+∞
otherwise
Then, the problem is estimating C given an initial approximation of it C̃ by minimizing the
Bregman divergence of g at C̃:
Ĉ = arg min − log |C| + trace(C C̃ −1 )
C0

and considering C̃ −1 = S, where S is the empirical covariance matrix, one is led to the minimization (or maximization, by a simple switch of sign) problem.

3.2

State-pf-the-art approaches

Solving simply arg max log |C| − trace(SC) leads to the obvious solution Ĉ = S −1 , which in case
of small n is not a reliable estimation of Σ; moreover, taking a look at the graph model, on
which the aim of the present survey is focused, one wants C to be sparse, i.e. the number of
edges must be very small. In order to enforce this characteristic on the computed solution, an `0
regularization term is added to the objective function appearing in the maximization problem,
but unfortunately this term makes the problem non–convex. A little trick to overcome this
difficult is to take the convexification of the `0 term, i.e. the `1 norm which however promotes
sparsity in the final solution. Hence, the problem to be solved is
Ĉ = arg max log |C| − trace(SC) − µkCk1
C0

(18)

which is called LASSO estimation in the literature.
In the past years, different algorithms with different approaches were proposed: in this survey
the starting point are the works [11] and [1], which are based on a dual formulation of the
problem. Trying to follow the chronological appearance, the projected subgradient method [6]
and the application [26] of a Vandenberghe’s algorithm [23] are presented. The last algorithm
shown is the application of the Alternating Direction of Multipliers Method (ADMM) presented
in [20, 2].
3.2.1

Block Coordinate Descent Algorithm

The main idea in [1] consists in substituting the `1 norm appearing in (18) with its conjugate
function
kCk1 = sup hU, Ci − kU k∗1 = max trace(U C)
kU k∞ ≤1

U
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getting a the primal–dual formulation
max min log |C| − trace(C(S + U ))
C0 kU k∞ ≤µ

(19)

Exchanging he max and the min, and imposing the first order conditions related to C, ones
obtains that
−C −1 − (S + U ) = 0 ↔ C = (S + U )−1
moreover, setting W = U + S, the original problem becomes
Σ̂ = argmaxkW −Sk∞ ≤µ log |W |

(20)

In [1, Thh 1] it is proved that for any µ the solution of (20) exists and its unique, and moreover
it as bounded eigenvalues. In order to get a full insight into the algorithm, let consider a block
symmetric matrix M :


A B
.
M=
B> D
By using the Shur complement, the determinant of such matrix is easily computed:
|M | = |D| · |A − B > D−1 B|
Let now adopt the following notation:
? let Wṗṗ be the submatrix of W from which the p–column and the p–th row were removed;
? let wp be the p–th row (which is identical to the p–th column, since W is symmetric), with
the p–th element suppressed;
? as usual, let Wpp the element of W with p index of row and column.
Thus, we can write

W =

Wṗṗ
wp>

wp
Wpp



The Shur complements then tells that2
|W | = |Wṗṗ | · |Wpp − wp> Wṗ−1
ṗ wp |
and since |Wpp − wp> Wṗ−1
ṗ wp | is just a real number, maximizing log |W | corresponds to minimize
w
.
The
procedure
shown consists in considering the j–th column of W , performing the
wp> Wṗ−1
p
ṗ
minimization procedure
ŷ = arg min y > Wj̇−1
y
j̇
y

s.t. ky − Sj k∞ ≤ µ.

After a sweep on all the columns, the convergence condition is checked.
The regularization parameter is chosen as in the following formula:
µα = max(σi , σj ) q
i>j

tn−2 (α/2p2 )
n − 2 + t2n−2 (α/2p2 ))

2W .
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Algorithm 1 Banerjee, 2008
Choose µ, set W (0) = S + µ I;
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p do
4:
Let W (j−1) the current iterate. Solve
1:
2:
3:

ŷ = arg min y > Wj̇−1
y
j̇
y

5:
6:
7:
8:

s.t. ky − Sj k∞ ≤ µ.

(21)

W (j) is W (j−1) with column/row ŷ
end for
Set W (0) = W (p)
Check convergence condition
−1

−1

trace( W (0)
S) − p + µ W (0)

≤ε
1

9:

end for

where tn−2 (α) denotes the (100 − α)% point of the Student’s distribution for n − 2 dof. With
such a parameter, one has that
P (∃k ∈ {1, . . . , p}|Ckµ * Ck ) ≤ α
The convergence results for 1 is shown in [1, Thh 3], where it is also assured that the W s computed
during the procedure are all definite positive. A very important fact about the regularization
parameter is that for any k ∈ {1, . . . , p}, if µ ≥ |Skj | for all j 6= k, then one can show that column
and row k of the solution of (20) are zero, excluding the diagonal element. The implications of
this result consist in observing that, for a given second moment matrix S, if µ is chosen such
that the condition on S is met for some column k, then the k–th variable is estimated to be
independent of all other variables in the distribution. In particular, if µ ≥ |Skj | for all k > j,
then all variables are estimated to be pairwise independent.
q
(j−1)
Setting Q ≡ Wj̇ j̇
, b = 12 Q−1 Sj , taking the dual of (21) is equivalent to solve
min kQθ − bk22 + µkθk1
θ

which is a LASSO formulation. Hence, the coordinate descent procedure can be viewed as a
sequence of LASSO problems. This approach is very similar to the one of [17], but two differences
are evident:
? a multiple of the identity matrix is added to the empirical covariance matrix, in order to
obtain the uniqueness of the solution without any other requirements;
(j−1)

? the matrix Wj̇ j̇

is never a minor of S, it is updated at each inner step.

Using Nesterov’s method [19], a theoretical complexity bound of O(p4.5 ε) is proved, where ε is
the desired tolerance.
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3.2.2

LASSO estimation on the dual problem

In [1] it is shown the connection between the dual formulation of (18) and a LASSO formulation,
pursuing the solution of the dual problem with a coordinate descent algorithm. In [11], instead,
the LASSO problem is solved in a very cheap way. In fact, the minimization problem to be
solved is
1
1/2
min kWṗṗ θ − bk22 + µkθk1
(22)
θ 2
−1/2

with the minor difference b = Wṗṗ Sp . It is proved, with some elementary computation, that
−1
if θ solves (22), than β = Wṗṗ θ solves also arg miny y > Wṗp
y s.t. ky − Sp k ≥ µs. The main
point of [11] is that (22) looks like a LASSO estimation. In fact, if Wṗṗ = Sṗṗ , then the solution
θp is exactly the LASSO estimate of the p–th variable on the others, hence it recalls the [17]
procedure. But since the matrix W is updating, due the sweep on the columns, it is not the
case. The general procedure is depicted in Algorithm 2. The inner problem (23) can be easily
Algorithm 2 Friedman, 2008
1: Choose µ, set W = S + µ I;
2: for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
3:
for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p do
4:
Consider Wṗṗ and the relative Sp . Solve
1
1/2
θ̂ = arg min kWṗṗ θ − bk22 + µkθk1
θ 2

(23)

β̂ = Wṗṗ θ̂
Fill W with the p–th row and p–th column using β̂
7:
end for
8:
Check convergence condition
9: end for
5:

6:

solved by coordinate descent [10, 25]: in fact, setting for sake of clearness V = Wṗṗ and u = Sp ,
the solution is computed componentwise as


X
1
θj =
Soft uj −
Vkj θk , µ
Vjj
k6=j

where Soft (x, τ ) = sign(x) max{|x| − τ, 0} is the soft threshold operator. The interest lies
in computing the concentration matrix C = W −1 (note that the dual problem estimates the
covariance matrix): it can be easily done by some simply calculation:


 

Wṗṗ wp
Cṗṗ cp
I 0
WC = I ⇔
=
wp> Wpp
c>
Cpp
0> 1
p
hence


Wṗṗ cp + wp Cpp = 0



wp> cp + Wpp Cpp = 1

→


−1


cp = −Wṗṗ wp Cpp




Cpp = 1/ Wpp − wp> Wṗ−1
ṗ wp





→ θ̂ = Wṗ−1
ṗ wp →




cp = −θ̂Cpp




Cpp = 1/ Wpp − wp> θ̂

All these computations can be done during each step of the procedure, but the cheapest way is
to store the valued for θ̂ and then compute the inverse matrix when convergence is achieved.
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3.2.3

Gradient Projection approach

In the paper [6], the projected gradient method is applied: suppose that g ∈ C 1 , then an iterative
procedure to solve
x = arg max g(x)
x∈Ω

where Ω represents a set of constraints, is

xk+1 = ΠΩ xk + t∇g(xk ) ,
where t is the step size. In order to apply this procedure to (18), let rewrite it as
X
− log |C| + trace(SC) +
µij |cij |
ij

where in this formulation the regularization parameter is a matrix; one can recover the previous
cases imposing µij = µ ∀i, j. Imposing a new constrain Z = C, the Lagrangian formulation of
such problem is
X
− log |C| + trace(SC) +
µij |Zij | + trace(W (C − Z))
ij

being W is the Lagrangian parameter. Since the Lagrangian is separable, imposing first order
conditions on C the dual formulation of the problem becomes thus
max log |W + S|

s.t. kWij k1 ≤ µij .

The desired constraint on the positive definiteness on the solution is assured by the log det function, which acts as a barrier function on the set S++ . The dual formulation of the problem via
the Lagrangian enables to prove the boundness from below and the uniqueness of the solution
as long as µij > 0 for i 6= j and µii ≥ 0 [6, Lemma 1].
The procedure is shown in Algorithm 3. In this particular case, the parameter t is easily computed by a line search based on the second order approximation of the objective function: if the
increase is not sufficient, the step size is decreased.
This algorithm is easily extended in presence of block structures in the concentration matrix:
the only difference between this block algorithm and Algorithm 3 regards the parameter t. Introducing the block structures does not allow to compute it by a line search, hence an Armijo
procedure is adopted.
3.2.4

Interior Point Method

In [26] the covariance selection problem is solved by considering the original formulation (18)
with the regularization of the off–diagonal elements of C:
X
min trace(SC) − log (|C|) s.t
kcij k1,off < t.
(24)
C0

i6=j

(which can be rewritten as trace(·) − log | · | + λk · k1,off ). The proposal is to employ the method
developed in [23], which aims to solved
min

x∈Rn

hb, xi − log |G(x)|
s.t. G(x)  0
s.t. F (x)  0
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Algorithm 3 Duchi, 2008
1: Choose µ, Bµ = {W |Wij < µij |}, set W ∈ Bµ and W + S  0, Wii = µii , set tolerance ε;
2: for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
3:
G = (S + W )−1
4:
Impose constraints on the gradient in order to satisfy the constraints
Gii

=

0

Gij

=

0 for all Wij = µij , Gij > 0

Gij

=

0 for all Wij = −µij , Gij < 0

Line search for t:

5:

t=

trace((S + W )−1 G
trace((S + W )−1 G(S + W )−1 G)
)

while log |S + ΠBµ (W + tG) | < log |S + W | do
t ← t/2
end while
W = ΠBµ (W + tG)
C = (S + W )−1
Compute duality gap
X
η = trace(SC) +
µij |Ci j| − n

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

ij

12:
13:

Check convergence η < ε
end for

where F (x) = F0 + x1 F1 (x) + x2 F2 (x) + · · · + xn Fn (x), G(x) = G0 + x1 G1 (x) + x2 G2 (x) + · · · +
xn Gn (x) and Gi  0, Fi  0 o all i. Writing (24) as
min
C

2

X

sij cij +

i<j

s.t.

X

sii cii − log

i

X

i

cii I +

i

s.t. t − 2

X
i

X

cij I

ij

cii I i +

X

cij I ij

i<j

0

i<j

X

sign(cij )cij ≥ 0,

sign(cij )cij ≥ 0

i<j

where I i is a matrix full of zeros except the diagonal element in i–th position which is equal to
1, I ij is a matrix full of of zeros except the elements in position i, j and j, i which are equal to 1.
Let√Ĉ the LASSO estimator of the concentration matrix: the following result holds.
If nλ → λ0 for n → ∞, the LASSO–type estimator is such that
√
n(C − Ĉ) → arg min0 V
U =U

where
V = trace(U ΣU Σ) + trace(U W ) + λ0

X

i 6= j (uij sign(cij )I(cij 6= 0) + |uij |I(cij = 0))
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in which W is a random symmetric p × p matrix such that vec(W ) ∼ N (0, Λ), where Λ is such
that
Cov (wij , wkl ) = Cov (Xi Xj , Xk Xl )
Moreover, Lemma 3 in [26] states that the proposed algorithm always converges and furthermore
converges to a solution of (24). Regarding the selection of the penalty parameter, the author
propose to employ a Bayesian information criterion, but is not clear how they calculate it.
An interesting result lies in [26, Lemma 4]: it states that by considering the second order
approximation of (24), the solution of the penalized problem can be approximated by the solution
of
min trace((C − S −1 )S(C − S −1 )S) + λkCk1
(25)
C

Recalling the method proposed in [17], let consider the matrix Θ in which each column j is the
solution of the j–th subproblem; let moreover be Θii = 1. Then Θ is the unconstrained solution
of (25) over the p × p matrices with diagonal elements fixed to 1.
3.2.5

Alternating Direction of Multipliers algorithm

A very famous and performing algorithm for convex problem is the Alternating Direction of
Multipliers Method (ADMM), which allows to remove the constraints by using the Lagrangian
multiplier and to compute with a Gauss–Siedel strategy the variables coming into play. Given a
general problem
min f (x) s.t. g(x) = b
the ADMM version of it can be written as
min f (x) + hλ, g(x) − bi +

1
kg(x) − bk22
2γk

with a more compact form (adding and subtracting suitable terms) min f (x)+ 2γ1k kg(x)−b+λk22 .
Let’s recall the problem to be solved
min − log |C| + trace(SC) + µkCk1

C∈S++

1
and consider a new constraint: C ∈ C = {C ∈ S+ |C  α2 }, with α = kSk+nµ
(see [20]). This new
1
constraint allows the Lipschitz constant of gradient of log | · | to be α2 . The new formulation of
the problem is hence

min

C∈C,Y ∈C

− log |C| + trace(SC) + µkY k1

(26)

s.t. C = Y

(27)
(28)

Some preliminary observations:
? the sequence γk has to be decreasing;
? the limit for the Lipschitz constant is α−2 : hence it could be very large. γk can ot be
chosen smaller that α2 , otherwise the solution is hard to reach;
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? the request for the Lipschitz–ness of the gradient is due to the fact that the rate of convergence is
kC 0 − C ∗ k2
Y k − C∗ ≤
2µk

and the number of iteration for reaching a give tolerance of ε is O 1ε .
The procedure is depicted in Algorithm 4
Algorithm 4 Scheinberg, 2010
1: Choose γ0 , λ0 , C 0 , Y 0 ;
2: for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
3:
Set γk+1 ≤ γk
4:
Compute C k+1
C k+1 ← arg min − log |C| + trace(CS) +
C∈C

5:
6:
7:

if kC k+1 k1 > kC k k1 +
C k+1 = Y k
Compute Y k+1

1
k+1
2γk kC


− Y k + λk k22 then

Y k+1 ← arg min kY k1 +
Y

C k+1 − Y k+1
8:
λ
← k+1 −
C
λk
9:
Check convergence
10: end for
k+1

1


1
kC − Y k + λk k22
2γk


1
kC k+1 − Y + λk k22
2γk



Remark: In computing Y k+1 the constraint Y ∈ C is not included since the computation of it
is very hard: since the procedure has to force X = Y , it exists k > k such that X k = Y k , then
Y k ∈ C.
Even if the algorithm looks quite complicated, the solutions of the inner problems are easy to
compute. Let us consider the first order condition for the first one:

1
1
1
C−
=
Y k + λk − S ;
γk
C
γk
since C ∈ C, one can compute the SVD of the rsh term of the previous equation

1
Y k + λk − S = QDQ>
γk
where Q> Q = QQ> = I; thus


1
1
1
>
Q
C−
Q = (Q> CQ ≡ C̃) =
C̃ − C̃ −1 = D.
γk
C
γk
Solving the second degree equation, the diagonal elements of C̃ are
p
γk dii + γk2 dii + 4γk
C̃ii =
2
17

and performing the multiplication by Q and Q> C = QC̃Q> .
The computation of Y k+1 involves a simple soft thresholding, thanks to the fact that the constraint on C is not included:

Y k+1 = Softγk C k+1 + λk .
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